Abstract. High momentum hadrons' suppression is considered to be excellent probe of QCD matter created in ultra-relativistic heavy ion collisions. Here we apply our recently developed dynamical energy loss formalism, which includes the following effects: dynamical scattering centers, QCD medium of a finite size, both radiative and collisional energy losses, running coupling and finite magnetic mass, and which we further incorporate into numerical procedure, to generate angular averaged RAA predictions and to compare them with experimental RAA data, by using no free parameters. A robust agreement of our predictions and experimentally measured RAA for different energies, probes and all available centrality regions, raised the question whether this agreement is consequence of a single effect or of a superposition of all these effects. We obtained that, although the inclusion of dynamical scattering center has the largest relative importance, all the other effects are also important, since they lead to fine improvements of the agreement. Therefore, the robust agreement is a cumulative effect of all these features, with dynamical effect being crucial for accurate RAA predictions.
Introduction
High momentum light and heavy flavor suppression [1] is considered to be excellent tool for studying QCD matter created in ultra-relativistic heavy ion collisions at RHIC and LHC. An abundance of suppression data, that has become available at RICH and LHC since recently, and its comparison with theoretical R AA predictions [2] [3] [4] , allows testing our understanding of QGP matter. In order to generate these predictions, we recently developed dynamical energy loss formalism, which we further integrated into numerical procedure as described in [5] . This formalism includes the following energy loss effects: i) dynamical scattering centers, ii) QCD medium of a finite size [6, 7] , iii) both radiative [6, 7] and collisional [8] energy losses, iv) running coupling [5] and v) finite magnetic mass [9] . Also, note that, accurate energy loss calculation is considered to be the main ingredient responsible for obtaining reliable R AA predictions.
In our previous papers [5, 10, 11] , we demonstrated a robust agreement between our R AA predictions, obtained as explained in previous paragraph, and R AA data for both RHIC and LHC experiments, diverse set of probes and all available centrality ranges.
Here we address the relative importance of different energy loss effects in obtaining accurate angular averaged R AA predictions for D mesons (as the clearest energy loss probe), for which it was previously shown that fragmentation function does not alter bare charm quark R AA [10, 12] . High momentum D meson R AA data, obtained recently at LHC [13] , serve as a baseline for testing the models. We concentrate on central 200 GeV Au+Au collisions at RHIC and 2.76 TeV Pb+Pb collisions at LHC. Our approach is to systematically include the effects in energy loss calculations [14] , i.e. we first compare the relative importance of radiative and collisional contribution to R AA predictions, next we address the importance of including the dynamical scattering centers, then the running coupling and finally the finite magnetic mass. Note that only the main results are presented here; for the full account on the results, please see [14] .
Theoretical and computational formalism
In this section, we concisely describe computational formalism, our dynamical energy loss formalism [5] and how each effect, when introduced, changed energy loss expressions.
For obtaining quenched spectra we apply generic pQCD convolution given by Eq. (2) from [14] ( [15] ). The initial charm quark spectrum is calculated in accordance with [16] , while energy loss probability includes both radiative and collisional energy losses in a finite size dynamical QCD medium, multi-gluon [17] and path length fluctuations [15, 18] .
The expression for radiative energy loss in a finite size dynamical QCD medium is given by Eq.(2.12) from [6] , while the transition from static to dynamical scattering centers is explained in [7] . The collisional energy loss is calculated according to Eq. (14) from [8] . The running coupling is introduced in accordance with [5] , while for constant coupling we use α S = 0.3 (α S = 0.25) in RHIC (LHC) case. Debye screening mass is µ E = gT (g = 2). The finite magnetic mass is introduced as in [9] , and its range (0.4 < µ M /µ E < 0.6) is set according to many non-perturbative approaches [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] , otherwise µ M = 0 is used.
We model the medium by assuming an effective temperature of 221 MeV at RHIC [24] and 304 MeV at LHC [25] . No medium evolution is accounted. The validity of this assumption is discussed in [14] . For charm quark mass we use M c = 1.2 GeV, and for the number of effective light quark flavors we use n f = 2.5 (n f = 3) in RHIC (LHC) case. [13] . Debye mass is µ E = gT , coupling constant is α S = 0.3 (α S = 0.25) for RHIC (LHC) and finite magnetic mass is not included (µ M = 0). Adapted from [14] .
Results and discussion
In this section we apply historically-driven approach, starting from static approximation [26, 27] and gradually adding energy loss effects. We display only the main results of our study carried out in [14] . Finite size QCD medium is assumed throughout the paper. The constant coupling and constant Debye mass (as mentioned above), and no finite magnetic mass are considered in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 . Static approximation, which assumes that the medium is composed of static scattering centers, was firstly commonly used. It entails also, that collisional energy loss can be neglected compared to radiative one. However, Fig. 1 clearly shows that static approximation has to be abolished in favor of dynamical scatering centers' approximation, since collisional R AA is comparable with radiative one. Further, we compute these both energy losses within the same dynamical framework (Fig. 2) and we draw three conclusions: 1) dynamical radiative R AA alone is not sufficient to explain qualitatively nor quantitatively the LHC experimental data; 2) radiative and collisional R AA are still both important; 3) the total R AA is in rough agreement with experimental data. Therefore, the inclusion of dynamical scattering centers is the main effect responsible for obtaining accurate R AA predictions. Finally, we address the importance of [13] . Adapted from [14] .
including the running coupling (leads to a significant R AA decrease at lower jet momenta) and finite magnetic mass (leads to a significant R AA increase) [14] . From Fig. 3 we see that these two effects (although taken alone worsens the agreement [14] ) taken together lead to quantitatively and qualitatively better agreement with the LHC R AA data, compared to the case when these effects are omitted. This illustrates possible synergy in including these two effects.
Conclusions
A robust agreement of angular averaged R AA predictions, based on our dynamical energy loss formalism, with R AA data, for different energies, probes and centrality ranges, initiated the question: whether this agreement is a consequence of a one dominant energy loss effect or a joint effect of several smaller improvements [14] . With the LHC suppression data serving as a baseline, we here showed that (for the clearest energy loss probe: D meson R AA ), inclusion of dynamical scattering centers has the largest relative importance in obtaining accurate R AA predictions. Furthermore, we found that all other considered effects are also important and responsible for the finer agreement with the data. So the good agreement is a result of a superposition of all these effects. Therefore, detailed study of partons' energy loss, as well as, inclusion of all relevant medium effects is necessary to correctly model the jet-medium interactions.
